
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO UNDERWATER

STROBE POSITIONING



WHERE DO YOU POINT THESE DAMN THINGS?

ou just  got  a  new Yunderwater strobe, 

m a y b e  e v e n  t w o . 

Congrats! You’re on the right 

track! Very soon you’ll be taking 

a m a z i n g  c o l o r f u l  p h o t o s 

underwater, making all your 

friends envy and admire you. But 

where do you point these damn 

t h i n g s ? ?  M o s t  n o v i c e 

photographers simply imitate a 

pro photographer they saw once 

and stick the strobes in the same 

position for every photo, barely 

touching it throughout the dive, 

or move it around without really 

understanding why.

While every scene may require the strobe to be a at a very specific 

position, there are a few basic guidelines that if you adhere to, can help 

you get the perfect lighting on 90% of your photos! The last 10% would 

require some more… ahem… experimentation*

Is that a strobe sticking out of your wetsuit 
or are you just happy to see me?

* *



ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER
An important element to consider is the type of arms you will be 

mounting your strobes on.

There are two different types of arms in the market

 Flex arms (AKA Locline) Ball & Joint

Naturally, you will need a strobe or two in order to implement the 

techniques described in thisbook.

For this post, let’s just note that all strobe positions can be achieved with 

both types of arms. However, Ball & Joints will allow a longer reach, and 

tighter angles than Flex Arms, so for full control over your strobe position 

and advanced techniques, I would recommend those.

The main factors which impact strobe position are flattering lighting on 

the subject, and avoiding backscatter. The following photos will illustrate 

the ideal positions for various types of scenes and subjects.

I’ve included a section on Dual Strobes and a section on Single Strobe in 

the coming pages.



DUAL STROBES
ne strobe is great, two strobes are better! Having two strobes Oenhances your lighting and creative possibilities, but also 

demands more attention and better control over your rig. 

Here are a few positions which work well.

Dual Strobes – Folded Position

Furthermore, when starting the dive,  you want to have your arms set up in 

a way that would make it easiest for you to open them up and start 

shooting, without too much delay. 

You never know what you’ll see when you jump in, so you want to be 

prepared to shoot!

Setting your strobes in the way shown above, will prevent any damage to 

you gear, and allow you to spread the arms out easily and quickly. Note 

that the clamps are all pointed back, towards the diver, so that they are 

easily accessible.

I also recommend connecting a snap-hook lanyard between the top two 

clamps, for carrying above water and locking the system in place.

Above water, on the boat, on the way to the dive 

Sure, this may look trivial to some of 

your, but folding your gear properly is 

essential. I’ve encountered divers who 

had their strobe smash into their 

housing, breaking the top controls, due 

to improper folding. 

When to use it:
shop, etc…



Dual Strobes – Standard Position (AKA 45 degrees)

This is your default go-to position when shooting with dual strobes. Your 

strobes are set at a 45 degree angle, relative to the housing. This is a very 

easy position to get to from folded position, simply spread your arms a bit 

wider and you’re good to go.

This position works very well for wide angle and medium shots and 

creates nice uniform lighting.

Note that the strobes are pointed slightly outwards. This is something that 

might be counterintuitive, since most people have the tendency to point 

the strobes towards the subject. Since the beam angle is very wide, even 

when you point it outwards, enough light will reach your subject and you 

will likely reduce the risk of backscatter.

Wide angle and medium shotsWhen to use it:



Dual Strobes – Fisheye / Ultra Wide Angle

When shooting with a very wide angle lens, such as fisheye, the risk of 

backscatter grows significantly. You have to avoid this at all cost. The way 

to do it would be to spread your arms as wide as possible pull them a bit to 

the back, so the strobes are behind the line of the housing, and point them 

slightly outward.

This position is rather extreme, so only use it when shooting from fairly far 

away – 3-4 feet and up. Closer than that, you’ll get 2 circles in your scene 

and a dark spot in the middle.

This also works well for shooting other divers, who are 4-6 feet away from 

you, or underwater models.

With fisheye / ultra wide lenses, when 

shooting subjects from a distance.

When to use it:



Dual Strobes – Wide angle ‘Sunlight’

I love this position! I call it ‘sunlight’ since it imitates the way the sun lights 

subjects, only without the entire water column eating up your colors. It 

will give a very natural look to your subjects, similar to the method land 

photographers use when they ‘bounce’ their speedlites from the ceiling 

when shooting indoors.

It is also e�ective at preventing backscatter, since the light comes from 

the short side of the frame and the lens usually has a lens hood located 

above it as well, which protects it from top light. This makes this position 

e�ective when shooting wide angle in poor visibility.

Wide angle lenses, subjects that are 2-6 feet 

away, poor viz.

When to use it:



Dual Strobes – Close Focus Wide Angle

This one is another favorite of mine. When shooting with a wide angle lens 

or a fisheye, you can get very close to your subjects, creating an e�ect 

called ‘Close Focus Wide Angle’. This can create amazing scenes from 

even small subjects such as Sea Horses, Nudibranchs or small coral 

formations.

Your goal with lighting here is to avoid backscatter, which you do by 

placing the strobes way behind your lens, with the front edge of strobes at 

the same line as your grips and pointing them significantly outwards. You 

pull them in tight to make sure light still reaches your subject. Use this 

position when shooting ‘blind’, pointing your camera upwards, while 

sticking it close to a beautiful subject and you won’t be disappointed!

CFWA (Close Focus Wide Angle) shotsWhen to use it:



Dual Strobes – Standard Macro

When shooting macro, backscatter is not really a problem. There is very 

little water between you and your subject, so very few particles get in your 

way. You can stick your strobes right in there, illuminating the subject 

properly, and making sure you have enough light, even when using a very 

narrow aperture for maximum depth of field.

In this position, you can fine-tune the position of your strobes to get a 

better angle, or avoid hurting the reef when getting in close, but this is a 

good starting point.

Macro photos, a few inches away from your 

subjects

When to use it:



Dual Strobes – Backlight

subjects which can be found in convenient places to apply this technique.

You will have a hard time doing this with flex arms, since you need a very 

long arm to achieve this. That’s why I recommend ball & joint type. You 

can also take o� your strobe from the arm, and have someone hold it for 

you behind the subject, but this is a more independent way of doing it .

Usually you will need to have your strobes on a low setting, or you risk 

washing out your entire frame. Try to avoid showing the actual strobe in 

the frame, but sometimes their shape won’t even show, just the light 

emitted, even if they are within the frame.

Wide angle lenses, subjects that are 2-6 feet 

Warning – This is not an easy position! Take extra care not to harm 

marine life and corals when attempting it, and don’t be discouraged if it 

doesn’t work at first. With some practice, you WILL get the perfect shot!

When to use it:
away, poor viz.

This is a more advanced 

technique, which is fun to 

experiment with and hard 

to master. It works very 

well on Nudibranchs, Sea 

Horses, Christmas Tree 

Worms and other static 



SINGLE STROBE

Single Strobe – Standard Top Light

This would prevent backscatter, as the strobe is far enough away from the 

subject, and illuminate your scene / subject in a nice, natural way.

Feel free to play around with the actual height of strobe. If you get closer 

to a subject, lower it, if you take a step back, raise it up. This position works 

great with flex arms as well as ball & joint, but you will get more distance 

with the ball & joint type arms.

Feel free to play around with the actual height of strobe. If you get closer 

to a subject, lower it, if you take a step back, raise it up. This position works 

great with flex arms as well as ball & joint, but you will get more distance 

with the ball & joint type arms.

Wide angle or medium shots of reef, fish or divers.

This would be my default position 

when shooting with a single 

strobe. The biggest problem when 

shooting with one strobe, is 

getting even lighting. If you want 

to cover an entire scene and get it 

lit up in a fairly uniform way, you 

want to position your strobe right 

above the camera, facing forward. 

When to use it:



Single Strobe – Close Focus Wide Angle

Close focus wide angle shots are beautiful and quite easy to do, with the 

right gear. Simply pop on a fisheye lens, either wet lens or actual fisheye 

and dome, depending on your camera, position yourself close to a subject 

(less than 1 foot), and aim the camera up, shooting from below. The strobe 

will illuminate the subject beautifully and the background will flatter it, 

hopefully with a nice sun spot as well.

The key here is to make sure the strobe is far behind the lens, to avoid 

backscatter, since you’re putting it fairly low. Make sure it’s just behind 

the housing itself, pointing forward. If you notice backscatter on the top of 

the frame, take it even further back.

Close Focus Wide Angle shots, with a fisheye or When to use it:

ultra wide lens, less than 1 feet away from a subject.



Single Strobe – Wide angle 45 deg

This is the classic 45 degrees strobe position. It will leave one side of your 

subject fairly dark, adding depth and contrast to the image. It will work 

well with a dark background for a very dramatic type of shot, or with a 

brighter background for a nice flattering photo of a diver or fish.

In this type of shot, it’s very easy to have your flash blocked by coral or 

rock, since it’s fairly far away, so you need to be very attentive to it and 

make sure it has the subject in its “line of sight”. You will probably need to 

use the strobe on full power to get enough lighting on your subject.

Wide angle reef shots, medium fish portraits.When to use it:



Single Strobe – Wide Angle ‘Sunlight’

Shooting with the strobe way up above the camera housing, creates a very 

nice and natural lighting, similar to that of the sun. It works great for 

getting full coverage on a wide angle reef scene, as long as you set the 

strobe on full power, to make sure enough light reaches the entire frame. 

There is no risk of backscatter since your strobe is way up there! Make 

sure it’s facing front, not down, to avoid any potential backscatter or lens 

flare.

If you’re shooting divers with this position, make sure they are looking up, 

so that enough light will penetrate their mask to show their eyes.

This also works very well for underwater fashion shots, producing 

flattering lighting on your model.

Wide angle / fisheye reef shots, diver shots.When to use it:



Single Strobe – Macro Top Light

When using a close up lens (AKA Diopter, macro lens…), you need to be 

very close to your subject. As such, backscatter is not an issue since you 

have very little water between you and your subject, so you can put the 

strobe very close. Actually, you have to put the strobe close, or the light 

won’t reach you subject and may be blocked by the housing!

When using a single strobe, you may want to position the strobe on top, for 

even lighting no your subject. This works especially well for subjects 

positioned on top of soft corals or branch-type corals. If they are on a 

sandy bottom, this won’t be very flattering, since your whole background 

will be washed out.

Macro photography, with a close up lens (diopter)When to use it:



Single Strobe – Macro Side Light

This looks simple, but actually quite hard to master. Since the lighting will 

be coming completely from the side, you will get a very dramatic scene 

with this strobe position. It will only work with certain subjects, perhaps 

those facing sideways, where you can have the strobe light them from 

their front end. If you know how to isolate your subject on a black 

background (more about that here), this would be a great type of lighting 

for that.

When to use it: Macro photography



Your photo is created by your 
strobes, the camera only records 

the result.



Final Notes

Strobe positioning is one of the most important aspects of underwater 

photography. Proper use of the strobes is the key to great underwater 

photos, and with a bit of practice, it’s quite easy to get it right!

Regardless of the strobe position you choose to use, if there’s one thing 

you should remember from this article is to pay attention to your strobe! 

Don’t just leave it hanging there, then wonder why the shot isn’t coming 

out right. Your photo is created by the strobe, the camera only records the 

result. It is the main source of light and should be treated with the respect 

it deserves 

Get creative with your strobes – quite often these fixed positions won’t 

really really work in the real world, due to certain limitations and critters 

hiding in small holes and crevices. Try new positions and angles and 

check the results in your little screen, while remembering the two 

guidelines – avoid backscatter and get flattering light on your subject.

If anything on this article felt confusing or unclear, shoot me an email at 

ran@housingcamera.com. I’m always happy to help!



Ran is a professional photographer for over 14 years. His passion 

for scuba diving and photography has pushed him to combine his 

profession and hobby and become a professional underwater 

Visit his personal portfolio at 

photographer. Teaching is one of his greatest passions and over the years he 

has shared his experience with many divers and aspiring photographers. 

Along with his wife Danielle, an experienced Scuba Instructor, they have 

founded Dive and More, leading dive trips and UW photo workshops all over 

the world. Ran is also an electrical engineer and an avid internet marketing 

About the Author

www.ranmorphoto.com.
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